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Culture Points: Engaging students outside the classroom by Michael Fraboni and Kevin Hartshorn Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Moravian College Abstract In the typical first-year mathematics course – whether it be calculus or a general education quantitative proficiency course – we struggle to help students see the relevance of mathematics to their own lives. Particularly in a focused course such as calculus, there is a danger that students see mathematics as an isolated subject, with applications that feel contrived or over-focused on particular specializations. Culture Points refers to a semester-long activity that encourages students to engage themselves in mathematical culture (colloquia, newspaper articles, movies, conversations, mathematical articles, etc.), thus discovering the role that mathematics plays outside the classroom. This activity is decidedly unstructured – rather than particular assignments, students are required to explore the nature of mathematics on their own.
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Motivation



As much as we want to show students interesting and relevant applications of mathematics within the course, there are the inevitable because-it-will-be-on-thetest moments. Through Culture Points, students begin to see that applications of mathematics can indeed be surprising. More importantly, they begin to see the importance of mathematics as a body of knowledge, rather than as a collection of isolated ideas and facts. Many students enter our classrooms with a certain degree of fear or antagonism toward mathematics. Culture Points, as an open-ended individually driven assignment, fights directly against students’ trepidation toward mathematics. Whether



Culture Points



or not a student decides to pursue a mathematics major, Culture Points helps to foster a broader perspective and a more positive attitude toward mathematics. In addition, we hope that our courses are just the beginning of students’ interest in mathematics. Not only do we want to teach our students modeling and problem-solving techniques, we also want to foster a long-lasting interest in mathematics. Students leaving our classes should have an increased awareness of how mathematics speaks to a wide range of events in their lives. These are the primary motivators for Culture Points – hopes we had in expanding the horizons of our students. Below, our results (based on the reflective essays submitted by the students) indicate that these goals are being met by Culture Points activities. Before examining the results, however, we discuss exactly what Culture Points entails.
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Implementation



Culture Points has been implemented in a range of courses, including quantitative proficiency courses such as Mathematics for Design and Mathematics for Elementary Teaching, our three semester calculus sequence, and several upper-level mathematics courses. When used, Culture Points typically constitutes 5% of the final course grade. To receive full credit for this portion of the course, a student must acquire 15 to 18 culture points – the precise number varies as we calibrate how much time we expect students (and ourselves) to spend on Culture Points. To acquire points, students must engage in some activity of “mathematical culture.” Typical events are: page 2 of 12
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• Attending talks or seminars: At Moravian College, not only does the mathematics department host regular colloquia, the student mathematical society hosts 15-20 minute mathematical talks aimed at a general college audience. These “ε-talks”1 are typically once a week. Additionally, we notify students of talks at other local colleges and of upcoming regional conferences of interest to undergraduates. • Finding mathematics in popular culture: The play Proof, the movie A Beautiful Mind, and the television show Numb3rs are all viable Culture Points activities. Although some may debate the depth of mathematics found in these examples, they certainly provide a fresh perspective on mathematics, a key motivator for Culture Points. • Reading mathematics in the news: Throughout the semester, we notify students about newspaper and magazine articles that discuss mathematics. The New York Times and Scientific American, for example, regularly include articles that illustrate the role of mathematics in the modern world. • Reading general-interest mathematical columns: There are several excellent columns hosted by the MAA2 . The archives for each column allow students to search for articles that speak to their own interests. • Reading a mathematical article: It can be challenging to find mathematical writing appropriate to a freshman level audience. However, journals 1



Gordon Williams, currently at Ursinus College, developed the idea for these short talks, aimed at providing mathematical ideas that often fall through the cracks of many mathematics courses. 2 Available at http:www.maa.org/news/columns.html
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such as The College Mathematics Journal3 and The Pi Mu Epsilon Journal4 regularly publish articles that the enterprising first-year student can follow. • Discussing and/or doing mathematics: Whether it is a discussion of Zeno’s paradox over the dinner table or a late night dorm-room discussion about the mathematics of NSA wiretapping, conversations about mathematics count for Culture Points. Students may also solve problems or complete some other activity5 outside the scope of the course. For example, in Stewart’s Calculus [1], each chapter ends with a “Problems Plus” section – excellent problems for Culture Points. Generally, activities involving deeper mathematics or a deeper commitment are awarded more culture points. Watching a television show or movie might be worth only 1 or 2 points. Attending a colloquium or reading a general-interest article might be worth as many as 4 points. Giving a talk (such as at an undergraduate conference), attending an all-day mathematics event or creating original work could garner up to 8 or 10 culture points. At the beginning of the semester, we provide the students with a list of resources (e.g.: articles that we have found, on-line resources for mathematics, a schedule of coming talks for the semester). There are two purposes for the list: 1. The items on the list are given point values – how many culture points a student may receive for the particular activity. This provides a calibration 3



Published by the MAA. Journal for the PME mathematical society. 5 In a Mathematics for Design class (a quantitative proficiency course aimed at art majors), students created art work based on the mathematical ideas in the class for culture points. 4
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to help students know how much will be required of them. 2. This initial list gives students a starting point – a sense of where to begin looking for appropriate “cultural activities.” Particularly in the freshmanlevel courses, we need to provide the students a concrete list of appropriate articles to begin gaining this “culture.” As much as possible, we want to keep the possibilities for gaining mathematical culture broad and general. Attending talks, reading papers, engaging in discussion, solving extra problems – anything that exposes the student to mathematics outside the confines of the classroom. We do not want to require that students engage in mathematical ideas discussed within the classroom. The purpose is to expose students to the wider field of mathematics and to kindle a general interest in mathematical ideas. To ensure that students are truly engaged in the culture of mathematics, the central component of Culture Points is the write-up for the event or article. There are two distinct portions to the Culture Points write-up: 1. a summary of the event and 2. a reflection on the mathematics involved. At the most basic level, the summary provides a broad overview of the activity or article.6 This summary is also an excellent way to get each student’s perspective 6



It is important that students provide a full citation of any article reviewed for Culture Points. We do not ask for copies of the articles themselves; there is often a lot of redundancy in the chosen articles, and including the articles quickly changes a 1 page submission into a 3 or 4 page submission.
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on what the key points of an event were, particularly in reading summaries of talks and colloquia. Finally, giving the students a chance to provide an objective summary of the event lays the groundwork for the subjective reflection in the second portion of the write-up. We ask the students to keep the summary to 150 words or fewer, leaving room for the more important reflection portion of the write-up. The reflection is the essential component that helps students integrate the event into their own understanding of the role of mathematics. It is in this reflection that we look for new knowledge: not necessarily of mathematical content, but of the role and nature of mathematics in the students’ life and in the wider world. Whether Culture Points write-ups provide reviews of talks/articles or reflect on original work (giving a talk, solving a problem, or creating a work of art), the central goal is getting students to begin internalizing the mathematics they encounter. Evaluation of Culture Points is quick – each event is worth a pre-determined number of points. Students may be awarded fewer points for a poor reflection (some students have included only the summary and taken no time to reflect on the activity), or may be awarded bonus points for extra work (such as additional literature research to follow up on a seminar attended). So long as the write-up is written in passable English grammar, we don’t concern ourselves with editing the submissions. Rather we add some encouraging or conversational remarks about the reflection itself – often indicating resources for further information.
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Results and Feedback



Culture Points has had a clear effect on our students. We have seen attendance at department events increase, understanding of mathematics deepen, and respect for the relevance of mathematics grow. This section contains student feedback through quotes taken from their Culture Points write-ups.



3.1



Mathematics Majors and Enthusiasts



As much as we know students would enjoy extracurricular mathematical activities, such as department colloquia or mathematical society gathering, it can be hard overcoming the initial reluctance of many students to attend. Culture Points provides the motivation first-year students need, and the students are often pleasantly surprised when they do make the effort to attend. For example, this freshman attended our annual undergraduate mathematics conference: Overall, I really enjoyed the math conference. To be honest, I just went for the culture points but after going to this event I think I will defiantly [sic] attend next year’s event even if there is no ‘culture point incentive.’ In fact, attendance at our department colloquia has doubled.7 While Culture Points has driven students to colloquia, many have since become actively involved in department activities. For example, membership in our mathematical society has swelled since Culture Points have been implemented. 7



. . . as measured by associated pizza purchases.
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We encourage students to be honest in their reflections. We do not want uniform praise of all things mathematical, but rather their honest opinions and reactions. This has led to some brutally honest feedback, and we have found that students who regularly attend these talks become very discriminating. The following quote is from a freshman who attended several of our department colloquia this year: This colloquium started out to be interesting and it was extremely easy to follow. However, it soon became very boring and too easy to follow. I learned about the notation, ... but that is about all I learned. This is an exceptional moment because here a student is being exposed to a new mathematical idea, and she is acknowledging that it is nothing hard, just notation. Seeing a wide variety of mathematics gives some students a real opportunity to bring seemingly disparate ideas together. This student now realizes the importance of intuition as geometry and linear algebra come together: [This] Epsilon talk was a reminder to me that geometry is not mutually exclusive from the rest of mathematics ... I now have a better appreciation of the geometric analogs in the courses I have taken so far: concepts such as the span of linear algebra become much easier to understand if one grasps their intuitive visual parallel. Another student sees vectors in a new light: I am so used to thinking of vectors as position, velocity, acceleration, page 8 of 12
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force, etc. in R3 that I never contemplated applying them to something like an electronic board game.



3.2



Other Majors



Culture Points has had major benefits for those students who are unfamiliar and uneasy with mathematics as well. Many of these students have erroneous preconceptions that can be eliminated by attending mathematical society meetings: . . . it wasn’t until I heard all the students talking about the options that I fully realized how social math can be. Other students come to realize that mathematics is not always inaccessible to them, even if they have a relatively light background. The next two quotes are from students in a mathematics course for elementary teachers: This was the first Math Colloquium that I have ever attended ... I was impressed by how much of the information actually made sense to me. Certainly, the following is a quote any mathematics teacher enjoys hearing: This blew my mind. We try to instill a mathematical perspective into our students. Seeing discussion and utilization of mathematics in other aspects of society is good reinforcement for this message. Students begin to be surprised by where they find mathematics: page 9 of 12
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There are a ton of articles out there about [sudoku], but I was surprised that a source as well-known as the New York Times would be included on the list ... I must say that I was impressed with the New York Times’ research and explanation of sudoku and the logic used to create it. While most student reactions seem honest and genuine some students do lay it on a bit thick: I realize that math is used for every available problem on earth.
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Conclusions and Future Work



In our time working with Culture Points, we have found a few issues that need to be considered: • As much as we would like to reward students for attending seminars or colloquia, individual schedules frequently do not allow it. We have tried to ensure that students can meet their Culture Points quota regardless of their semester schedule. • To prevent getting flooded with Culture Points write-ups at the end of the semester, we have implemented a waiting period between any two submissions by the same student. A minimum period should be 48 hours, or roughly one submission per class meeting, although we might recommend capping the number of submissions to one or two per week.
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• The question of “bonus points” frequently arises. Culture points above the required quota might count as bonus points in some nebulous fashion. This must be done with caution – some students will submit upwards of 50 culture points (for a 15 point quota) in the interest of bonus points. Generally, we implement some form of diminishing returns on points over the required quota. • While we have implemented Culture Points in a few upper-level mathematics courses, it has not been as successful as in the first-year courses. The purpose here is similar: exposure to a wider world of mathematics than can be seen in the context of a single course. The challenge is to avoid having Culture Points devolve into a meaningless exercise. Activities for upperlevel students need to reflect greater mathematical maturity. In particular, it would be useful to incorporate information literacy objectives and a deeper exploration of mathematical topics in mathematics majors’ Culture Points. Culture Points has been an immensely successful program. Attendance at colloquia has risen substantially, our mathematics student community has become more active, and students outside the mathematics major have shown genuine interest in and appreciation of mathematics. We have learned more about mathematics in the news ourselves and have gained a renewed energy to bring to the first-year courses.
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References [1] James Stewart, Calculus, 5th ed., Thomson Brooks/Cole, 2003.
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